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Find Documents Without The Drama - Document & 
File Management 

I. DEFINITIONS

A. Document Management: Electronic document management refers to the 
process of creating, organizing, storing and retrieving electronic files.  Electronic 
files include MS Word files, Excel files, PDFs, email (the text of the email itself), 
attachments to email (whatever form that takes) and the like.   

: 

B. Document Management System "DMS": A DMS is a combination of 
software/hardware tools which streamlines and automates the process of 
Document Management.  Since DMSs only manage electronic documents, paper 
documents must be converted (scanned) so that they can be managed by the 
DMS. In simple terms, your paper "Files" are just collections of paper documents 
related to a particular matter.  Once all of that paper is in digital form, a DMS 
can organize it by matter just as your paper files are currently organized. 

II. DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT ISSUES

A. Wheels Reinvented Because Documents Cannot Be Found:  For example, 
assume Sarah is a real estate lawyer and 5 years ago, she represented the 
owner of a building who wanted to lease the entire first floor to an individual for 
a new restaurant.  Sarah conducted extensive research surrounding all issues of 
restaurant leases and drafted an excellent instrument that protected her client 
from virtually every angle.  Now another client needs a similar lease.  If Sarah 
cannot remember the name of the previous client and locate the lease she 
drafted, then she’ll have to start all over again and waste hours conducting the 
same researching and writing she did 5 years ago. 

:  Managing electronic documents is a problem 
for almost every law firm and legal department.  Here are a few issues that you may be 
experiencing. 

B. Huge Quantity of Electronic Documents:  Obviously, most law offices are 
prodigious producers of electronic documents.  As a result, it is not uncommon 
for even a small law firm or legal department to have hundreds of thousands of 
electronic documents.  As you know, it’s hard to keep track of 100,000 of 
anything, much less electronic files scattered across hundreds of folders and 
drives on your network. 

C. No Office-Wide Forms Bank: Having a well-developed forms library can save 
hours a day.  However, without a means of organizing, sharing and protecting 
form documents from accidentally being over-written, creating a forms bank can 
be pretty difficult.  In most cases, each individual user has their own set of 
forms, but they have no way of knowing about or using forms that others in the 
office have created and maintain. 

D. Inconsistent File Naming Convention: Users tend to use different file 
naming conventions that often only make sense to them.  As a result, it becomes 


	I. DEFINITIONS:
	A. Document Management: Electronic document management refers to the process of creating, organizing, storing and retrieving electronic files.  Electronic files include MS Word files, Excel files, PDFs, email (the text of the email itself), attachments to email (whatever form that takes) and the like.  
	B. Document Management System "DMS": A DMS is a combination of software/hardware tools which streamlines and automates the process of Document Management.  Since DMSs only manage electronic documents, paper documents must be converted (scanned) so that they can be managed by the DMS. In simple terms, your paper "Files" are just collections of paper documents related to a particular matter.  Once all of that paper is in digital form, a DMS can organize it by matter just as your paper files are currently organized.

	II. DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT ISSUES:  Managing electronic documents is a problem for almost every law firm and legal department.  Here are a few issues that you may be experiencing.
	A. Wheels Reinvented Because Documents Cannot Be Found:  For example, assume Sarah is a real estate lawyer and 5 years ago, she represented the owner of a building who wanted to lease the entire first floor to an individual for a new restaurant.  Sarah conducted extensive research surrounding all issues of restaurant leases and drafted an excellent instrument that protected her client from virtually every angle.  Now another client needs a similar lease.  If Sarah cannot remember the name of the previous client and locate the lease she drafted, then she’ll have to start all over again and waste hours conducting the same researching and writing she did 5 years ago.
	B. Huge Quantity of Electronic Documents:  Obviously, most law offices are prodigious producers of electronic documents.  As a result, it is not uncommon for even a small law firm or legal department to have hundreds of thousands of electronic documents.  As you know, it’s hard to keep track of 100,000 of anything, much less electronic files scattered across hundreds of folders and drives on your network.
	C. No Office-Wide Forms Bank: Having a well-developed forms library can save hours a day.  However, without a means of organizing, sharing and protecting form documents from accidentally being over-written, creating a forms bank can be pretty difficult.  In most cases, each individual user has their own set of forms, but they have no way of knowing about or using forms that others in the office have created and maintain.
	D. Inconsistent File Naming Convention: Users tend to use different file naming conventions that often only make sense to them.  As a result, it becomes even more difficult to find documents that others created.  For example, what do you think a file called “Jelson TA Asset Al CPT Schmidt Analysis 12.31.08D-162208.docx” contains?
	E. No Document Tagging: If someone finds a hard copy of a document generated by your office, it may be impossible to locate the electronic version unless the person searching for it is the one who created it in the first place.  Even if users could tag documents with the file name and path, most lawyers find this too revealing.  For example, the tag below may reveal more than the author wants to show the other side.
	F. Overly Complicated Folder Structure for Electronic Files:  These often get out of control and actually make it more difficult to find things.
	G. Duplicate Folders: For example, one attorney makes an electronic folder for a matter, but others working on that matter do the same thing.  The end result is duplicative folders related to the same matter and no one knows which one has the current version of anything.
	H. Some Documents Are Stored on C: Drives Rather Than Server: This happens in almost every office.  It can be due to space restrictions imposed by IT, paranoia or just carelessness, but people often store important documents on their C:\ drives.  Of course, those computers are usually not being backed up so if they crash, the users are likely to lose files stored there.  Further, no one else can find the documents stored on an individual’s computer.
	I. No Way To Share Research: Existing research needs to be stored in a manner so that it can be found by others in the office.  This almost never happens.
	J. No Way To Share Templates: A "template" is a model document that can be used as the basis of a new one.  It is not just an old document.  Instead, it is a special type of Word file that can hold content, styles, clauses, instructions, etc.
	K. No Filing System for Scanned Documents:  It is very common today for law offices to undertake paper reduction initiatives.  Of course, the core of such an initiative is a scanning protocol which converts much (or all) of the paper documents into digital documents.  Depending upon the quantity of paper being converted, this can create a considerable mess.  Ultimately, it quickly becomes clear that users need a place to put all of those scanned documents and dumping them into folders on the server is a less than idea electronic filing system.
	L. Difficulty Sharing Documents and Information: Studies suggest that 80% of a law firm's "knowledge" is stored as non-structured data, such as electronic documents and email.  If that intellectual capital cannot be effectively managed and mined, then the law office cannot benefit or capitalize on its accumulated knowledge.  More importantly, this makes it even more difficult for a lawyer to share what he or she knows with others in the firm.  Even if a lawyer is highly organized and can easily find documents she created, that doesn’t mean that anyone else in the office can also find those documents.  Even the best personal filing systems are still personal.
	M. Multiple Offices Create Logistical Problems:  If you have multiple offices, then there have unquestionably been circumstances where a lawyer working at a remote office needs to access a paper file that is located at the main office.  Depending upon network configuration and remote access options, it may be difficult or impossible for the remote lawyer to gain access to that file, even if it were converted to electronic form.  Ideally, a law firm or legal department with multiple offices would have a unified electronic filing system which could be accessed by anyone, regardless of physical location.
	N. Operating Systems Lack Document Management Tools: Traditionally, computer operating systems (hereinafter “OS”) have failed to offer the tools and resources necessary for managing a large number of documents.  Understandably, the tools used to create and distribute files (word processors, spreadsheets, graphics programs, and the like) have concentrated on their core functionality, leaving document management to the OS. Because the OS isn’t very good at this, document management issues are largely left unaddressed.  For example, the average law office computer system:
	O. Inadequate Search Capability:  Only in recent years has the document search technology built into operating systems become fairly powerful, but it still leaves a lot to be desired.  Since most lawyers create new documents from existing ones, it is critically important that legal users can quickly find the best starting point.  When I can’t immediately find a document I’m looking for, it’s usually because I can’t remember the client/matter name.  In that case, I need to be able to search for my document by words contained inside it (such as “motion for summary judgment”).  More importantly, I need to be able to search every document my office has ever created and get the results quickly.  Most law offices lack this functionality.
	P. Lost Documents:  It is unfortunately easy for one to accidentally store a document in the wrong location.  For some offices, this is a regular occurrence and solutions are sought to minimize the risk.
	Q. Email Issues:  Email and attachments thereto definitely constitute “documents” when discussing document management.  Here are some issues related to email:
	1. Email Overload:  For many lawyers, the majority of their communications are occurring via email.  Of course, many of those email messages have documents attached.  "Attorneys report that nearly 90 percent of client communication occurs via e-mail, and the majority of those same attorneys receive an estimated average of 200 to 300 e-mail messages per day. As a result, matter information that constitutes a record is left unclassified and sometimes unread in an attorney’s inbox. Consequently, the struggle to keep up with e-mail messages is also creating issues related to records management, risk management, attorney productivity and client service."  
	2. Exceeding Email Storage Limits: The IT departments in most law firms and corporations impose MB limitations the amount of email and attachments users can store on the server.  Many users are accustomed being reprimanded by IT because they’ve exceeded their storage limitations.  This often results in the user being forced to delete things they don’t want to delete in order to stay under the limit.
	3. Inboxes Are Inappropriately Used For Document Management: Attorneys often adapt their email systems to their own personal document management systems.  They receive many documents attached to email and they leave them that way.  In other words, the documents are not independently saved to the server, they’re simply left attached to the email and the email is stored in an inbox or other Outlook folder.  This is not what an email system is designed to do and no one else can find any of those documents. 
	4. Email Is Not Searchable By Anyone Other Than Owner: As long as email is stored in someone’s inbox, no one else can search for or find them.  Presumably, some of those email conversations are pretty important and others in the office would benefit from knowing about them.
	5. Printed Email Overloading Paper Files: Since so many people store key information in email only and realize that others cannot access this information, they compensate by printing their emails and depositing them into the paper files.  This just makes the paper files thicker and harder to search through.  
	6. Lack of User Knowledge About Outlook: Most Outlook users have little or no idea what tools Outlook provides a user for organizing email.  
	7. No Email Archiving: Outlook has a feature which will automatically archive email that is over ___ days/weeks/months old into a separate folder structure.  This keeps your current email folder structure less cluttered and provides a way to backup old email and attachments.  Without this, the Sent Mail and Deleted Mail folders typically get overloaded (which can result in nasty-grams from University IT).
	8. Huge Number of Emails in Inboxes: It’s not uncommon for there to be thousands of email in any given lawyer’s inbox.  Even if there were only 1,000, imagine if each one was equivalent to a letter.  Consider what someone’s office would look like if there were 1,000 letters stacked up on their desk.  Of course, your postal mail would never get into that condition because you have a filing system for it.  That’s usually the exact reason that people are overloaded with email - they do NOT have a filing system for it.


	III. SIMPLE DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT:  In other words, this is document management without a DMS.
	A. The Tools You Need:
	1. Word processor (Microsoft Word, WordPerfect, etc.) and Windows Explorer
	2. Appropriate file/folder structure - a Filing System
	3. File/folder naming and storage protocols which are enforced firm-wide
	4. Search utility

	B. In Word and Word Perfect, you can define a document with more detail than just a document name: The problem is, most people do not even know this exists, and there is no way to "force" a user to "profile" their documents.  If you do want to explore this option, you can find this under the File Menu, then Properties.
	C. Creating a Filing System: It is critical that documents are saved by client/matter, not by user.  Saving documents by user can create lots of problems, such as:
	1. Docs for one client in more than one folder
	2. Revision conflicts
	3. Losing things permanently if staff turns over

	D. File Naming Conventions:
	1. You have 255 characters to name a file or folder in Windows.  Therefore:
	2. Acceptable Characters: A file name may contain any of the following characters:  A-Z 0-9 ! @ # $ & ( ) - _ ‘ { } ^,
	3. Unacceptable Characters: A file name may not contain any of the following characters:  * + = [ ] : ; “ ~ < > ? / \ % 
	4. Recommended Protocol: In house, we like everything sorted by date so we precede every file name with a date, year first.  If you enter the date month/day/year, then all of the January files (for all years) are lumped together, all of the February files are together, etc.  Our file naming convention:

	E. Searching For Documents: Even if you have an amazingly organized filing system, there are many times when you just can't find the file you're looking for.  You can't remember the client's name, the date it was created, etc.  That's when you need to conduct a search.  This is the primary reason firms spend tens and sometimes hundreds of thousands of dollars on DMSs.  At the end of the day, firms really need a way to search quickly through thousands of files by content (the words contained in the file rather than what it is called or where it is stored).
	1. Word Processor Searches: Both Word and WordPerfect have file search capabilities but they only search for their own files and it tends to be slow.
	2. Windows Searches: You can always click Start>Search>For Files or Folders.  This gives you the ability to search by file name and content.  However, it doesn't search WordPerfect files and many other file types; and it is very slow.
	3. Search Utilities: These programs can make finding your files easy and some are extremely sophisticated tools.  The competitors:
	a. Copernic Desktop Search Professional Edition - RECOMMENDED: See www.copernic.com - free personal version or $49.95 for corporate edition. CDS Corporate Edition is an enterprise-oriented desktop search solution that is secure, scalable and easy to maintain and deploy. It allows employees to instantaneously find files, emails, attachments and many other content types stored anywhere on their computers. The Corporate Edition differs from the Home Edition in that it is the only version eligible for technical support, free upgrades, and free training.
	b. dtSearch - RECOMMENDED: See www.dtSearch.com - $199 - it's not free, but it's definitely the most sophisticated and gives you the most search options and file types that it can recognize. Searches hundreds of file types and terabytes of data in seconds.
	c. Google Desktop: See http://desktop.google.com/ - FREE.
	d. Filehand: See www.filehand.com - FREE. 
	e. Windows Search for Windows XP - FREE - see http://tinyurl.com/yod25k
	f. Windows Vista and 7 Instant Search - FREE (included with operating system)



	IV. FEATURES TO LOOK FOR IN A DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: There are lots of choices out there for document  management.  However, there are only a few that give you everything you want.  In a nutshell, a good DMS puts you in control and imparts structure, organization, and accessibility to your documents and email. Here is what you want in a DMS:
	A. Ability To Save and Manage Any Type of Document: The DMS must be able to hold any type of file you've created in-house as well as any type of scanned document (PDF, TIF or JPG) which will typically represent the documents you're received from the outside.  A search must turn up all relevant documents regardless of physical location, format, and source application.  For example, I have seen plenty of copier-based applications which only hold documents you scan.  It does little good to have scanned documents in one system and all of the documents you’ve created in-house in another system.  The idea is to get everything related to a matter in the same system, including documents you’ve created in-house, documents you’ve scanned, faxes, hand-written notes, email and attachments to email.
	B. Forced User Compliance: The system must require user compliance.  In other words, if a user wants to save a file from within any program you use (Word, Acrobat, Excel, etc.), it must be saved into the DMS (or it cannot be saved at all).  The DMS can be configured so there is no back-door or way to circumvent the system. This will absolve anyone in your office from having to police usage of the system and it will ensure the success of the project.  For example, when I try to save a file in Word, I get this (see next page):
	C. Email Integration: This is extremely important.  With a DMS, all emails related to a particular matter can be easily saved along with the other matter related documents.  Important features include:
	1. Ability to save emails from within Outlook without "exporting" them or saving them somewhere else before they're moved into the DMS.
	2. Ability to save the email and any attachments into the DMS.
	3. Two click saving:  People will be doing this constantly, every day.  The process can't be time consuming, tedious or have too many steps.

	D. Integration With Other Programs You Already Use: In order to be convenient to use and force user compliance, the DMS must integrate with Word, Acrobat, Excel and any other program in which you save documents or files.  When someone clicks the Save button in Word, the DMS must intercede and ask the user to "profile"  the document.
	E. Integration With Any Case Management Program You Are Considering:  If you are considering a case management system, then you would like your DMS to integrate with it.  For example, Worldox integrates with Time Matters, Amicus Attorney and Practice Master (top 3 case management programs).
	F. Metadata Searches: In the realm of document management, metadata is the additional information stored about the document (other than the file name).  For example, when I search for a document, I get the following screen:
	G. Full Text Searches: Full text searching gives users wide-open access to their documents by framing searches based on concepts rather than categories.  Users can search by many criteria - words, combinations of words, phrases, words within proximity of each other, expressions, etc.  Each document matching the search terms is returned as a "hit" and the integrated file viewer will highlight each occurrence of a search term in the returned documents.  This is exactly like doing a Lexis-type search through your own documents.  When evaluating DMSs, you want the ability to view the documents in a viewer without actually opening them, you want to be able to use Boolean logic terms (and, or, not, near, etc.), and you want the search terms highlighted in the document the system found.
	H. Date Range Searches: Although it isn't a field that users fill out when they save a document (date created), it's important that users be able to search on date created or date last accessed.
	I. Fast Searches: People will be running searches every day, all day so the process needs to be fast.  This might not seem like a major point, but if you have to wait on a system to catch up every time you use it to look for something, you'll want to stop using it.
	J. Security: Document security places the DMS at the focal point of access and permission to the document repository. Document security involves documents, users, and groups of users. The DMS must give the saver of the document the ability to assign rights and permissions to documents based on individual users, groups of users, and the roles in which users serve within the organization.  For example, documents saved in the administrative profile group would likely not be available to all users.  Those documents can be secured by user, user group or by role. You would also have the ability to secure an individual document that otherwise would be available to everyone.
	K. Check-In/Check Out Capability: The DMS must handle documents the same way a library handles books.  When you "check out" a document, the system locks it and won't let someone else have the original.  Instead, the DMS will notify the second person that you have the document checked out (if they try to open it) and that they can have a read-only copy of it.  Of course, once you check the document back in, then it is available for someone else to check out.  This prevents accidental over-writes of documents when multiple people are working on it at the same time.
	L. Version Tracking and Audit Trail: The DMS must be able to keep multiple versions of every document.  This becomes very important when a document is undergoing revision and is being passed back and forth between attorneys.  Most DMSs will keep 256 or more versions of every document along with a detailed audit trail noting who did what to the file and when.  
	M. Ability to Compare Documents: Related to version tracking, users must also have the ability to compare different versions of a document or compare one document to another.  In order to compare documents, some people use the compare features built into MS Word while others use 3rd party applications like CompareDocs  or Workshare Professional (fka DeltaView).  Since all of the documents being compared to one another will be stored in the DMS, the DMS must integrate with these functions in Word or 3rd party programs.  Not all DMSs incorporate this functionality which is why this is an important question to ask up front.
	N. Archiving Old Files: Archiving is a means to move dated or unused files off the main storage medium to secondary storage. The DMS ensures that users can still search for information in the archived files and that there is a ready means to restore it. Many DMSs will allow site administrators to set "triggers" in the document profiles that enable automated archiving. For example, it may be desirable to set internal memos to be archived automatically after say, 24 months.
	O. Remote Access/Offline Access: The DMS must be accessible offline (on a laptop when you're not connected to the office network) and via the Internet.  
	P. Scanning Integration: Scanned documents must be easily added to the DMS so that they are included in the document store and can be associated with matters, clients, and the like.
	Q. Consistency: The system must ensure that documents are consistently labeled and stored.
	R. Training Must Be Included: The DMS will likely be the most used program in the office.  Therefore, it is critical that everyone knows how to use it for saving scanned documents, email, attachments and word processor documents; how to search; and how to use it for workflow management (like tracking the status of a contract).  Therefore, it is imperative that you get hands-on, on-site training on how to use the system.
	S. Intelligent Method of Bringing Existing Documents Into the System: Your office has probably built up a pretty large store of documents that need to be accessible within a new DMS.  Bulk importing all of your existing documents without any matter association or metadata is not exactly an intelligent way of doing this.  I would equate that approach to starting a new paper filing system by pulling all of the paper out of your old files and throwing them on the floor in the middle of a new file room (to be sorted out later).  Ideally, your existing documents could stay where they are, but still be searchable within the new system.  Once an old document is opened and re-saved, then the DMS should intervene and move it into the new system.  The only document management system I’ve listed below that intelligently handles this task is Worldox.  Others require a bulk import.

	V. COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT:
	A. Your Existing Folders Do Not Disappear: With most DMSs (except Worldox), you have to import your documents into the system before they can be found using the system.  However, you do not have to wipe out your existing folder structure to do that.  Instead, you would simply copy existing documents into the system, not move them.  With Worldox, you not only leave your folders alone, but the existing documents do not have to be imported into the system for them to be findable.  Instead, Worldox will index your existing files by content (words contained inside them) so you can easily find them.  As soon as you open an old one and try to re-save it, Worldox will force it to be saved into the system.  Furthermore, from within Worldox, you can even see your old folder structure.
	B. It Is Not Slower To Save A File: Yes, you have to answer a few new questions to save a file.  However, choosing a client name, matter name and document type from drop down lists is very fast.  In most cases, it is faster than double-clicking over and over until you get into the folder where you want to save the file and then naming it.
	C. It Is Not Slower to Open A File: In far fewer clicks than one would use without document management, I can find and open the file I want.  More importantly, if I don’t remember the matter to which the file is related, I can still find it by any other criteria (date, author, type of document, words contained within it, etc.).
	D. You Do Not Have To Enter The Same Information Over and Over: When you save a new document, the system remembers the last matter you saved a document to.  If it’s the same one, you must only name the file.  You don’t have to enter your name, the date or time because the system knows that.
	E. It’s Easy to Find a Subset of Documents Related to a Matter: Thanks to the Document Type field which is filled in on every save, you could easily find all emails related to a matter, or all pleadings, etc.
	F. You Do Not Need To Know Any Client/Matter Numbers or Identification Codes to Find a Document: There is never a need to go “look up” a matter number in order to find associated documents in a DMS.  For example, when I conduct a search for all documents related to Kemp Schaeffer & Rowe, I can type in any name or part of a name in “Kemp Schaeffer & Rowe” and it will find the relevant client ID.  The client ID itself is entered for me once I choose a matter name from an alphabetical list.
	G. Things Will Not Be Misfiled Because of Typing Errors: When saving a document, all fields except Description and Comments are drop-down lists.  Users don’t have to type in identification numbers or document types when saving.  They just choose the appropriate item from a list so it’s never misspelled.

	VI. PROBLEMS SOLVED WITH DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT: The short story is that if you implement a DMS with the features described in paragraph IV. above, you're going to solve every single problem listed under paragraph II.  
	A. Email Storage Limits Avoided: If the email can be "filed" into a DMS, then it doesn't sit in someone's current or archived email database and clog up the Exchange Server.
	B. Email Is Stored On The Server If It's in a DMS: This eliminates the risk that someone will store critical matter-related information on their C:\ drives where it could be easily lost.
	C. Email Is Stored in Single Database Everyone Can Access: Unless the user restricts access to an email saved into the DMS, everyone can find and access it.
	D. No Need For Multiple Distribution Copies: This is best explained with an example.  Let's say a Subpoena comes into the office and you need to send copies of it to three people within the office.  Under your current system, there would probably be 3 paper copies made of it and they would be manually distributed throughout the office.  The original would go into the paper file (if it could be found) and the copies would end up piling upon on lawyers' desks and some of them would also find their way back to the paper file.  With a DMS, this scenario could have played out like this:
	1. The subpoena is immediately scanned into the DMS as a PDF
	2. No copies are made; the original goes into the paper file
	3. A link to the single digital subpoena held in the DMS is emailed to all 3 people who need to see it.  The fact that it is a link and not the actual document is extremely important because emailing a copy of the document just creates 3 electronic copies of it now floating around on the system.  Emailing a link (rather than the whole file) doesn't create copies.  The link allows the 3 people to open the actual document saved in the system, instead of an extra copy.  Whenever you attach something to an email from within a DMS, you get choices similar to the ones shown below (this is from our Worldox system):

	E. Saving an Email Into the DMS Also Saves The Attachment: This solves the problem of important documents existing only as attachments to someone's email in their email database.
	F. Consistent File Naming and Folder Structure Handled Automatically: The task of naming and storing files is handled automatically by a good DMS so the user doesn't have to remember to do anything except save the file.  
	G. The Electronic File Equals the Paper File: With a DMS and scanning capability, there is absolutely no reason to print emails and put them in the paper file.  That's because everything in the paper files can be replicated in the electronic file.  Once people get past the antiquated idea of "papering the file" and start relying on the electronic file, they'll print and file less of everything (and this is all good).
	H. Easily Track Incoming Documents:
	1. U.S. Mail:  I can explain this best by explaining the way we set it up for several clients who use Worldox.  Mail can be scanned by anyone in the office and tagged to the person it belongs to.  As a mail recipient, I can click the Outstanding Mail button in Worldox and it will show me each item of mail.  At that point, I can read each document, decide where it needs to go and re-profile it appropriately so that it is filed into the appropriate matter.  This process is simple, easy and it doesn't matter who scans the mail (I can even scan it myself).
	2. Email:  Again, any document attached to an email can be saved, tagged and routed in the DMS just like the U.S. Mail described above.
	3. Faxes:  Faxes can either be scanned into the system or deposited directly into the DMS if you have an internet based fax system which emails incoming faxes as attached PDF or TIF files.

	I. No More Storage on C:\ Drives or Private Folders: If the DMS is set up for mandatory user compliance, the user doesn't have a choice but to save documents (from any application) into the system.  All documents get stored and backed up on the server.
	J. Remote Access Is Standard Functionality with a DMS: Some DMSs are web-based (NetDocuments); and those that aren't all offer web access.  Therefore, everyone in your office will be able to access documents from any computer connected to the Internet.
	K. Documents Can Be Checked Out or Mirrored to Laptop Computers: For example, every document I’ve touched or saved within the last 365 days is automatically mirrored onto my laptop (it happens in the background without anyone having to remember to do something).  In other words, I have a full copy of those documents, regardless of whether I’m connected to the Internet or not.  Furthermore, if I know that I’m going to need all of the documents related to a particular matter, I can simply check them out before I leave the office.  In either event, I can have all of the documents and files I need, regardless of whether I am in the office or have Internet access at the time.
	L. Easily Share Research and Templates: A DMS will make it easy for everyone to share research and templates with the rest of the office.  They're designed to do this.
	M. Other Things You’ll Be Able To Do:
	1. Anyone in your office will be able to quickly find any relevant document created by anyone else in your office.
	2. Call up a list of documents and, simply by looking at the list, know the nature of each one.
	3. Easily determine which matter any document is related to.
	4. Ensure that all documents are consistently labeled and stored. 
	5. Easily gather together desired documents that happen to be physically dispersed throughout your network. 
	6. View any document, regardless of source application (e.g. spreadsheets, graphic files, word processing documents, database tables, etc.).
	7. Control who can see and/or edit each document.
	8. See a detailed record delineating every action taken by every user on your system with respect to every document in your repository.
	9. Automatically remove obsolete files from the system. 
	10. Avoid users accidentally over-writing one another’s files.
	11. Quickly call up a list of documents related to a particular matter or by a specific Author.
	12. Continue working while your network is down without missing a beat.
	13. Quickly locate any document in your firm associated in any way with say, ice cream trucks.
	14. Know conclusively which copy of a document is the authoritative version. 
	15. Look at any document and immediately determine whose document it is.


	VII. DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT OPTIONS I RECOMMEND CONSIDERING: Here are the four I think you should consider.  
	A. Worldox by World Software Corporation: WORLDOX's unique SQL-free software is installed in more than 2300 companies worldwide, 2000+ of which are law firms and legal departments.  It is a “SQL-free” document management system.  For the law firm, the total cost of ownership, especially over the long haul, is considerably less.  For more information, go to www.worldox.com
	B. Autonomy WorkSite (Formally Interwoven iManage and WorkSite): Autonomy WorkSite™ is a SQL based integrated application suite that combines document management, collaboration, portal access, knowledge management, workflow and business process automation in a single solution on a highly scalable and secure Internet platform.  From an end-user’s perspective (ease of use), this is, by far, the best program available on the market today. Its integration with Microsoft Outlook is fantastic.  See http://tinyurl.com/3qge3qd.  
	C. NetDocuments: NetDocuments provides a document management via the web, so you store your documents on their server and pay a monthly fee for the utility of the software.  Since you pay by the user, this solution can work for a single lawyer up to thousands of users.  For more information, go to www.netdocuments.com. 
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